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Introduction 
Early hymnody within the emerging Baptist churches in Scotland was influenced, primarily, by 
the relatively recent events of the Scottish Reformation; it was also influenced by 
developments south of the border (in England). Neither influence was entirely theological in 
nature, although such would usually be argued. There was, perhaps inevitably, a cultural 
influence and, at times, an interweaving of cultural and theological influences. The purpose of 
this paper is to explore the separate influences and, where possible, the ways in which they 
interweave. 

The Scottish Reformation 
St Columba brought the Christian Gospel to Scotland in 563 when he landed on the Isle of 
Iona off the west coast. Over time, the church declined, and it was nearly 1000 years later 
that the Biblical truth brought by Columba was reclaimed by the Reformers.  

Although the Reformation in Scotland tends to be associated with John Knox, and not until 
about 1564, the seeds were sown a bit earlier. One of the earliest reformers – and the first 
Protestant martyr – was Patrick Hamilton, who had been greatly influenced by Martin Luther 
and had been teaching Lutheran doctrines and, consequently and subsequently, found guilty 
of heresy and burned at the stake in St Andrews on 29 February 1528. George Wishart, a 
preacher in Dundee who had been influenced by John Calvin, was executed in St Andrews in 
1546. The Dundee Psalter, otherwise known as the Gude and Godlie Ballatis, was published 
in Dundee by the Wedderburn brothers in 1540 and it was a Psalm from this collection – 
Psalm 51 – that George Wishart requested be sung in a communion service the night before 
he was executed. It was in 1564 that the first “official” Psalter was published, incorporating 
contributions from a number of writers; at most, 46 were of Scottish authorship. 105 tunes for 
psalms were provided. 

The Scottish Psalter of 1635 was a complete harmonised version containing both ‘common’ 
and ‘proper’ tunes. However, in 1650 an “Authorised Version” was ordered by the General 
Assembly, and it had no tunes at all, and no direction as to suitable music.  

The development of the various Psalters has been thoroughly explored by Dr Millar Patrick in 
his Four Centuries of Scottish Psalmody, published in 1949. He comments on the fact that the 
singing of Psalms rapidly went into decline, partly because of a lack of musicians following the 
union of the Crowns (in 1603) when the Royal Court moved to London and, with that, “the 
musicians with whom the Stuarts loved to surround themselves, deprived Scotland of a 
cultural influence which had enriched at least their own entourage and in some degree 
affected the life of the people”. He also points out that a more widely felt loss arose from the 
decline of the pre-Reformation song-schools, and that it was found necessary in 1579 to pass 
an Act providing for the reviving of these schools, but the benefits were short-lived. Patrick 
says that the Psalm-book stood next in honour to the Bible, and that it was the people’s 
“constant companion, their book of private devotion, as well as their manual of Church 
worship. In godly households it was the custom to sing through it in family worship”. 

Between 1650 and 1658, a few Baptist churches were established in Scotland as a result of 
invasion by the army of Oliver Cromwell, some of the soldiers having adopted Baptist 
practices in England. When the army withdrew, these churches disappeared, and nothing is 
known about the hymnody they adopted. 

In the years immediately following the Reformation, the theological influence of Calvin and 
Knox set the scene for the development of unaccompanied Psalmody, only for that to be 
challenged in due course by the theological/cultural mix from the emerging practice of hymn 



singing in England, the cultural influence of spiritual folk-song in the Scottish Highlands, and 
the use of material other than the metrical psalms in private homes if not in churches. 

Highland, English and European Influences 
The strong influence in Scottish Psalmody from both England and Europe continued in 
respect of hymns of human composition.  In addition, however, there emerged another home-
grown basis for worship through song, influenced mainly by Christians in the Scottish 
Highlands and Islands. The first hymn book in Scotland – “Hymns and Spiritual Songs” – was 
published by Sir William Sinclair for his Baptist congregation in Keiss in 1750; it contained 60 
hymns that he had written. The book is still used occasionally at Keiss Baptist Church which 
was, in fact, the first “Scottish” Baptist Church. 

In his Preface to Hymns and Spiritual Songs, Sir William writes: 

 While we sing the Praises of our God in his Church, we are employed 
 in that part of Worship which of all others is the nearest a-kin to Heaven: 
 and ‘tis pity that this of all others should be performed the worst upon Earth. 

In 1826, a man known as “Peter Grant of the Songs”, formerly a Precentor in the Parish 
Church, and who had been baptised after hearing Baptist “missionaries” preaching, became 
minister of the Baptist church in Grantown. As well as being widely recognised as an 
outstanding Bard, he was also recognised as a powerful preacher of the Gospel. His hymns 
were in Gaelic, but some were translated into English and sung elsewhere in Scotland and, 
indeed, in the Colonies. It has been observed that, “while Highland people strongly object to 
hymns in church, they have no hesitation in using them in their own homes”. St Columba’s 
Church (Church of Scotland) in Glasgow, a church that has services in both Gaelic and 
English, has many of Peter Grant’s hymns on their website. 
(http://www.highlandcathedral.org/index.php?section=gaelic&page=11)  

Mary MacDonald (1789-1872), another Baptist writer in Gaelic wrote “Child in the Manger” 
and set it to a Gaelic melody that was called “Bunessan” (the name of the village where she 
lived) by Lachlan MacBean, the translator of the hymn. The hymn was widely used in the area 
when MacBean was doing research for his Songs and Hymns of the Scottish Highlands which 
was published in 1888. It was included in the 1927 Revised Church Hymnary (Church of 
Scotland) and in many more recent hymn books. Its first appearance in a Baptist publication 
was in the 1962 Baptist Hymn Book. 

Scottish Baptist Churches and Hymn Writers  
Two kinds of Baptist Church emerged in Scotland. Dr Brian Talbot, in a brief history of the 
Baptist Union of Scotland, notes that two men – Robert Carmichael, an ex-Presbyterian 
minister, and Archibald McLean, a Glasgow printer and bookseller, were baptised in 1765 and 
set up the “Scotch Baptist Movement” as distinct from the English order. Church order was 
exercised by a group of elders rather than a single trained minister. The Haldane brothers 
(Robert and James), who were wealthy landowners and had a burning desire to reach the 
remotest parts of Scotland with the Gospel, sold their estate and used the proceeds to finance 
their own preaching missions and to train other evangelists. They set up schools and 
missionary societies, founding Baptist churches in many parts of Scotland. A Baptist Home 
Mission for Scotland was established in 1827 and, in 1869, fifty-one churches formed the first 
Baptist Union of Scotland. 

Dr Derek Murray points out that the Scottish Reformed tradition that frowned on the ‘kist o’ 
whistles’ was also found in the Baptist churches in Scotland. In the early days, the psalm 
singing was led by a Precentor, and it wasn’t until 1864 that an instrument – usually a 
harmonium – was first installed in a Baptist church (Dublin Street, Edinburgh). Gradually, pipe 
organs were installed in many churches. In 1786 the Scotch Baptists published a selection of 
Psalms Hymns and Spiritual Songs which had gone into its ninth edition by 1842, and in 
1818, a Selection of Hymns adapted for Divine Worship was published. These were the two 
books that were widely in use at the founding of the Union. 
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Psalms and Hymns, a hymn book of Baptists in England was first published in 1858 in 
London, and in 1879 The Baptist Hymnal first appeared. In England, most Baptist churches 
used one or other of these books. It was not until the last decades of the 19th century that 
Baptist hymn books from England began to make their way in Scotland. In 1900 The Baptist 
Church Hymnal was published, with a revision in 1933. A totally new book, The Baptist Hymn 
Book, was published in 1962, and in 1991 Baptist Praise and Worship was published. 

In Scotland, A Collection of Christian Hymns and Songs in Three Books, was first published in 
1786 and contained 275 hymns; by 1841 it had grown to a book of 449 hymns. In 1871, Dr 
Oliver Flett, a Baptist minister in Paisley, compiled The Christian Hymnal. 

Several Scottish Baptist ministers have written hymns for their own congregations, but very 
few other than Gaelic writers have been honoured by inclusion in published collections. W J 
Mathams, minister at Falkirk from 1883-88, wrote “Jesus, friend of little children”, “Christ of 
the upward way”, and “Now in the days of youth”. R Birch Hoyle, minister at Union Grove, 
Aberdeen from 1907-12, translated two modern continental hymns – “Thine be the glory” and 
“What joy to think”.  

On the occasion of the Centenary of the Baptist Union of Scotland, Rev George Hossack 
wrote “God of our Fathers” which was included in the Southern Baptist Convention’s New 
Hymns for the 70s. 

Other Scottish Baptists have been active in writing Gospel Songs for evangelistic meetings, 
and these are reviewed in the next section.  

The influence of Evangelical Endeavours 
In the late 19th century Scottish Baptists strongly supported the evangelistic endeavours in 
Scotland of Moody & Sankey, as a result of which many “gospel songs” became popular in all 
the evangelical churches. These, of course, were strongly attached to the “music hall” culture 
which influenced successive generations of Baptists in Scotland, and the hymns and songs 
they used in services. It was after the Moody & Sankey missions that many churches started 
to use musical instruments, particularly organs, in worship. 

In 1955, Billy Graham led a Crusade in the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, for six weeks. The specially 
produced songbook for that contained a mixture of Psalms, Hymns and Gospel Songs. As a 
result of the singing at the Kelvin Hall – congregational, choral, and solo – many Gospel 
Songs became more widely sung in all churches in Scotland, including Baptist churches. 
Songs from US-based publishers such as “Singspiration” also became very popular. 

Scottish Baptist ministers, Duncan McNeil and Walter Main wrote Gospel Songs that were 
published within Scotland. Those of John Moore (e.g. “Burdens are lifted at Calvary”) were 
published more widely (through Singspiration). 

During the third quarter of the 20th century, the Church Music Committee of the Baptist Union 
of Scotland surveyed the churches to ascertain which hymnbooks were being used. In the 
majority of churches, the Baptist Hymnal (either 1935 or 1962) was being used in Sunday 
morning services and either Sacred Songs & Solos (otherwise known as “Sankey”) or 
Redemption Songs in Sunday evening services. This reflects an approach at that time of 
regarding the purpose of the morning service as “worship” and that of the evening service as 
“evangelism”. Or, as some people put it, the morning service was for the “saints” and the 
evening service was for the “sinners”. In some churches one of the Baptist Hymnal editions 
was used in both services, and in others either “Sankey” or “Redemption” was used in both 
services. One church used the Church Hymnary, the hymnbook used in the Church of 
Scotland. Baptist churches in Scotland vary quite considerably, and not just in relation to 
hymnody. 
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The Cultural Influence 
Throughout the period of development under review, there were “cultural” influences in the 
psalmody and hymnody of Scotland, from the early days of the Reformation as exemplified in 
The Gude and Godlie Ballatis to the Celtic/Highland tunes used in the hymns of Peter Grant 
and Mary MacDonald. In the world of the Gael, there was no distinction between music that 
was sacred or secular. Hence, many hymns of both Scottish and Irish origin have used 
traditional music, including the music of folk-songs. In fact, many folk-tunes have been used 
for “standard” hymns, both old and new. Dr John Bell of the Iona Community and editor of the 
Church of Scotland’s most recent hymnal – CH4 – has frequently brought together hymns and 
appropriate folk-tunes. One of the most popular bagpipe tunes – Highland Cathedral – has 
been used widely in churches of all denominations for a range of purposes and appears in 
CH4 to words by Leith Fisher “Christ is our light! the bright and morning star”. The same tune 
has been used by Timothy Dudley-Smith for his recent hymn “Christ is the shining sun of all 
our days”. 

The prevailing church music “culture” in Scotland changed during the 1970s and succeeding 
decades due to the influence of the charismatic movement and the ready availability of CDs 
and, later, MP3 files on the internet. Graham Kendrick, the son of a Baptist minister in 
England, was a pioneer in developing hymns that were less “formal” than those that Baptists 
had been used to. Many of his hymns were included in Mission Praise, a collection of 
traditional hymns and modern worship songs that became very popular (and is still widely 
used). In its most recent incarnation, it is available as an online hymn book. Gradually, a 
culture of “Christian Pop” evolved which was very similar to “Secular Pop”, both musically and 
lyrically (at least in style). Gradually, services in many Scottish Baptist churches have been 
dominated by so-called “worship songs”, the theology of which is both narrow and shallow – a 
long way from the post-reformation psalms that were narrow and deep, and the subsequent 
hymns that were, theologically, both broad and deep. 

This, of course, is not unique to Scotland; neither is it unique to any country in the world due 
to the rapid distribution of ideas via the internet. Nevertheless, it does raise questions. At a 
church music conference in the US a few years ago, one publisher commented that the 
demand was for “rhythm-driven” worship and that, commercially, they had to respond to this. 
Things have certainly moved great distances from the time of the Reformation and the 
extended argument over metrical Psalms, let alone hymns of human composition.  

Over the past few years writers such as Stuart Townend and Keith & Krysten Getty have 
sought to restore Biblical truth to the songs being sung. In effect, they have brought the 
“worship song” much closer to the classic hymn structure and message. The Gettys have 
employed traditional Irish style tunes (they are both Irish by birth) and have made them 
available (commercially) for online download in four-part harmony style as well as melody with 
piano accompaniment. 

Culture has always played a part in Christian hymnody, not only in Scotland, but around the 
world. Hymnody has been enriched because of the various cultural dimensions, but the 
culture that is currently influencing hymnody is of a different kind, viz. it is a “pop” culture. 
Recently, in a discussion with a Baptist minister in Scotland in relation to the use of media in 
the church, the minister said “We live in a visual world” – which is true, and has been for a 
long time. However, he did not seem to be aware of the vast amount of research there has 
been in “visual communication” and the use of the various types of media within that field. His 
comment was reminiscent of McLuhan’s “The Medium is the Message”, an idea that has had 
considerable effect on understanding communication, but in Christian worship and 
communication, is the message not more than the medium? 

It could be argued that McLuhan’s dictum could be applied to music in worship. Within the 
current “pop” culture, the message is often not easily identifiable; the overall “feel” is what 
matters. This raises serious questions. How can ministers/preachers whose message is 
soundly based in Scripture abandon the breadth and depth of the theological truth by which 
they preach when they choose songs for worship that are theologically narrow and shallow? 
In a very different context, Bishop Nasir Ali, an evangelical Anglican, claimed that “the Church 
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has capitulated to culture”. Is that perhaps the case with regard to Christian hymnody, not just 
in the context of Baptists in Scotland, but Baptists in many other countries? Is this particular 
concept of “culture” in the context of the determinants of Christian Hymnody one that could, 
with advantage, be studied in more depth? 
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Factors Determining Hymnody

The Protestant Reformation in Scotland
- the Presbyterian influence

Highland, English & European Influences
- the impact of developments in Highland 

areas, England and Europe

The Influence of Evangelical Endeavours
- the visits of Moody & Sankey

and the Billy Graham Scotland Crusade

The Prevailing Culture in Scotland
- social and cultural factors 



St Columba 
brought the 

Gospel to Iona 
on the west 

coast of 
Scotland
in AD 563



1528: first Protestant martyr, Patrick Hamilton,
burned at the stake for heresy at St Andrews

1546: George Wishart
(a preacher influenced by John Calvin) 
executed at St Andrews



“Have mercy on me now,
good Lord,

After thy great mercy”

During the Plague of 1544,
George Wishart preached 
from this archway, part of
the city wall of Dundee.

Psalm 51
(Gude & Godlie Ballatis)



The 
Twenty-Third 

Psalm
from

The Gude & Godly
Ballatis

Wedderburn
Brothers
Dundee

1546



The Scottish Reformation
1560: the Scots’ Parliament passed three        

Acts that destroyed the old faith in
Scotland which was then, de facto, 
a Protestant state

1562: First Book of Discipline
issued (based on the 
Reformed understanding of Scripture)

1560: John Knox, a Calvinist, 
became the leader of the 
Reformation in Scotland



The Scottish Reformation
1564: The General Assembly expanded the 

Book of Common Order to include a 
Confession and the Psalms of David
in metre.

Thus, the singing of metrical 
Psalms was introduced in the 
Reformed Church in Scotland.

Psalm singing was unaccompanied
- no musical instruments were allowed



from:

The Scottish 
Psalter
1564



“The singing of Psalms 
rapidly went into 
decline, partly because 
of a lack of musicians 
following the Union of 
the Crowns (in 1603) 
when the Royal Court 
moved to London, and 
the decline of the 
pre-Reformation 
song-schools”



“The Psalm-book 
stood next in honour 
to the Bible, and that 
was the people’s 
constant companion, 
their book of devotion, 
as well as their manual 
of Church worship”
“In godly homes it was 
the custom to sing 
through it in family 
worship”



Factors Determining Hymnody

The Protestant Reformation in Scotland
- the Presbyterian influence

Highlands, English and European Influence
- the impact of developments in the Highlands,

England and Europe

The Influence of Evangelical Endeavours
- the visits of Moody & Sankey

and the Billy Graham Scotland Crusade

The Prevailing Culture in Scotland
- social and cultural factors



Highland, English and European Influence

• People travelling to/from England and 
Europe experienced hymn singing 

• In 1750 Sir William Sinclair 
produced the first hymnbook 
in Scotland:
Hymns and Spiritual Songs 
(60 hymns that he had written)
for the Baptist Church at Keiss
of which he was the Pastor



While we sing the 
Praises of our God in 
his Church, we are 
employed in that part 
of Worship which of 
all others is the 
nearest a-kin to 
Heaven: and ‘tis pity 
that this of all others 
should be performed 
the worst upon Earth

Preface



Rev Peter Grant

“Peter Grant of 
the Songs”

Minister of 
Grantown-on-Spey 

Baptist Church









“While Highland people strongly 
object to hymns in church, they have 
no hesitation in using them in their 
own homes”



St Columba’s
Glasgow



Child in the manger
Mary MacDonald 
(1789-1872)

Bunessan



Emergence of Baptists in Scotland

1765: Scotch Baptist Movement
1808: Haldane Movement
1827: Baptist Home Mission
1869: Baptist Union of Scotland 

1750: Sir William Sinclair



In Baptist churches in Scotland, as in the 
Reformed tradition, the organ was 
regarded as the Devil’s kist o’ whistles.

It wasn’t until 1864 that an instrument, 
usually a harmonium, was first used 
(in Dublin St Baptist Church, Edinburgh).

In 1786 the Scotch Baptists published 
A Selection of Psalms Hymns and Spiritual Songs.

In 1818 the ‘other’ Baptists published
A Selection of Hymns adapted for Divine Worship.





Towards the end of the 19th century, 
Baptists in Scotland started using The 
Baptist Hymnal, published in England in 
1879. 

In Scotland, A Collection of Christian Hymns 
and Songs in Three Books was first published 
in 1786 with 275 hymns; by 1841 it had 
grown to 449 hymns.



WJ Mathams (minister at Falkirk, 1883-88)
Jesus, friend of little children
Christ of the upward way
Now in the days of youth

Scottish Baptist Hymn Writers

R Birch Hoyle (minister at Union Grove, 1907-12)
translated two modern continental hymns:

Thine be the glory
What joy to think



George Hossack (minister at Airdrie in 1969)
God of our Fathers by Whose Grace

Published by SBC in New Hymns for the 70s

Scottish Baptist Hymn Writers





Factors Determining Hymnody

The Protestant Reformation in Scotland
- the Presbyterian influence

Highlands, English and European Influence
- the impact of developments in the Highlands,

England and in Europe

The Influence of Evangelical Endeavours
- the visits of Moody & Sankey

and the Billy Graham Scotland Crusade

The Prevailing Culture in Scotland
- social and cultural factors



Moody & Sankey Missions



Billy Graham 
Crusade

Glasgow 1955



1970s survey of Scottish Baptist Churches

Baptist Hymnal + Sankey/Redemption

Baptist Hymnal

Sankey/Redemption

Church Hymnary



Factors Determining Hymnody

The Protestant Reformation in Scotland
- the Presbyterian influence

The Proximity to England and Europe
- the impact of developments in England

and in Europe

The Influence of Evangelical Endeavours
- the visits of Moody & Sankey

and the Billy Graham Scotland Crusade

The Prevailing Culture in Scotland
- social and cultural factors 



16th, 17th, 18th, 19th Centuries

The culture of the Highlands 
(especially that of the Gaels)
enriched hymnody through

both words and music
The culture of the music hall

and the Gospel Song provided “hymns”
that were evangelistic in nature

The culture of psalms and songs
in the language of the people

(e.g. the Gude and Godlie Ballatis)
encouraged singing at home



“Modern” Hymns and Worship Songs

Graeme Kendrick

Dr John Bell

Bishop Timothy Dudley-Smith



“Modern” Hymns and Worship Songs

Keith & Krysten Getty

Stuart Townend



The Worship Song Culture

Culture and Christian Hymnody

Postscript

Bishop Naser-Ali

Around the world, Hymnody has been 
enriched because of the respective cultural 

influences 

Has McLuhan’s “The Medium is the Message”
been misunderstood and adopted in a literal 

way in many evangelical churches?

“The Church has capitulated to culture”
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